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Welcome to  
the world  
of EPIC®

Innovation
The spark of innovation comes from passion to be the better and more 
fun choice for the travelers around the world. There are many ways to 
carry your stuff and that’s where we come in. We are different; we bring 
colors, joy and passion to our users. We believe that keen observation 
combined with constructively used brainpower makes the difference 
between the fantastic and the mediocre. We believe that innovating 
high quality and long-lasting products is a choice that will help us to 
preserve and be able to enjoy our environment on a long-term basis. 
We put all our personal collective experience in traveling around the 
world, as well as the same from our friends and partners, into producing 
the very best we can right here and now. We do it all with a Scandinavian 
twist on design and functionality, and a quality determined to withstand 
the harsh conditions of the far north.

Sustainability
We want to create sustainable products to protect our planet. We 
believe in as little additives as possible or to find new and better alter-
natives to polymers such as bio materials. We always try to reduce as 
much plastics and metals as possible when we develop new products. 
We develop high quality, standardized components which serves for a 
long service life. We believe that this way is the best for both our users 
and the environment.

Designed In Sweden
We started our journey in 2004 on the west coast of Sweden just outside 
of Gothenburg. With a true believe that it must be a better, more sustai-
nable and more fun choice among bags and luggage we started EPIC 
Travelgear. Our mission was then, and still is, to make epic travelgear 
for epic adventures. 
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e want to create sustainable products 
to protect our planet. We believe that 
one way of doing this is to create high 

quality products with long service life. We only 
choose tested and high quality materials. A 
suitcase may be the product that will suffer the 
worst kind of bad treatment during its life cycle. 
It’s heavy loaded and thrown around airports, 
so we must do everything we can to ensure the 
quality in order to reduce the amount of crashed 
luggage that ends its life in a dump. 

Easy Repairs
It should also be easy for the user to replace 
components if they are worn out, we shall 
always supply spare parts to such large extent 
as possible. An example of an initiative for 
smoother exchange of wheels is our patented 
EPIC Standard system. We have a full range of 
exchangeable wheels.

Better Materials
We always comply with current EU legislation 
(ECHA) and apply the REACH Regulation to all 
materials from our suppliers. We believe in as 
little additives as possible in the materials and in 
those cases where the material requires 
chemical addition to achieve at it’s maximum, it 
should be kept well below the limit values. 

Our promise –  
nobody should 
get hurt

Our warranties -  
our top priority

It is extremely important that we have good 
relationships with our manufacturers, and that 
they meet the requirements for good work 
environment, health and safety. 

Our Code Of Conduct
All of the factories we work with are undergoing 
continuous reviews in accordance with our  
Code of Conduct, which is compatible with BSCI. 
The code also places requirements on the  
supply chain for the prohibition of child labor, 
forced labor and discrimination, health and 
safety, right to freedom of association and 
collective agreements, salaries, compensation 
and other benefits, basic environmental and 
management systems.  

Our Community
In addition to having good insight, we are 
actively working and are members of Amfori, 
which is the leading system of Business Social 
Compliance Initiative (BSCI). Amfori is an industry -
wide platform that supports companies to push 
social agreements and improvements in the 
global supply chain of manufacturers. BSCI 
applies the international pr inciples of 
international labor standards that protect 
workers’ rights , e g International Labor 
Organ izat ion ( ILO) Convent ions and 
Declarations, UN Guidelines for Business and 
Human Rights and Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises in the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). 

Protect 
our 
Planet

Products with this warranty are covered for a 
period of 5 years against defects in materials 
and workmanship from the date of original 
purchase.

Products with this warranty are covered for a 
period of 3 years against defects in materials 
and workmanship from the date of original 
purchase.

EPIC® 5  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y

EPIC® 3  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y

Products with this warranty are covered for a 
period of 5 years against defects in materials 
and workmanship from the date of original 
purchase. If the shell of your case should break 
for any reason, even due to third party (such as 
airlines) handling, we will replace the case at 
no charge, anywhere in the world. 

Products with this warranty are covered for a 
period of 7 years against defects in materials 
and workmanship from the date of original 
purchase. If the shell of your case should break 
for any reason, even due to third party (such as 
airlines) handling, we will replace the case at 
no charge, anywhere in the world. 

EPIC® 7  YEAR
FULL ARMOR™

WARRANT Y

EPIC® 5  YEAR
FULL ARMOR™

WARRANT Y

A really good warranty offers security and a good gut feeling when buying a product. Especially if the 
product will be exposed to tough conditions and will last for many years to come. It is of the utmost 
importance that you feel calm, safe and secure when purchasing all EPIC products. Our wish is that you buy 
a suitcase that satisfies your needs now and in the future. 

Below you can read about the various guarantees we offer for our products. If you decide on a product 
that has the ”EPIC Full Armor Warranty” (5 or 7 year warranty), we can assure you that you get a really good 
warranty for your suitcase.
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EPIC®

protection
technologies
SUPERLIGHT DONE RIGHT

One of the secrets behind the quality and appearance of our products is our own developed technologies. Ever 
since the start  in 2004, the product development team has worked to come up with the best recipes in polymers. 
EPIC has never been satisfied with factory standard, in order to offer the quality and the long warranty periods we 
offer for the shells, you have to constantly modify and develop to meet increasingly tougher requirements.

But, it is not just the quality that is important, you can make a steel suitcase that can withstand anything but is comple-
tely impractical as a suitcase. It is the combination of lightness and strength that is difficult to combine, but with our 
proprietary materials that we present here, we do just that: Superlight done Right!

EXOSPHERE™

ExoSphere is a unique shell technology from EPIC. 
Made from 100% newly produced polycarbonate raw 
material which has proven to be one of the best 
materials for suitcases. The outer layer is a matte, silky 
finish that is extremely scratch and abrasion resistant 
while the dual-layer design reduces weight and 
material usage, together creating a reinforcing shield.

VTT™

VTT stands for Variable Thickness Technology and 
is our unibody polypropylene material and manufac-
turing process, basically meaning that we manufacture 
these shells with high precision in variable thickness to 
optimize strength while making it as light as possible. 
We really love polypropylene for its strength rich 
details that we can create with it.

DURALITE+™

For our DuraLITE+ material, we use at least two layers 
of the very best pure polycarbonate material on the 
market, along with an extra outer film of polycarbonate 
that increases its strength and impact resistance. 
Depending on the product, the outer surface varies, 
e.g. for printed bags we use a high-contrast film that 
makes colors and prints pop more than was possible 
before.

Top layer of 
100% pure Polycarbonate

Base layer of 
100% pure Polycarbonate

Middle layer of 
100% pure Polycarbonate

Outer layer of the patented, 
highly scratch resistant 

Polycarbonate

Base layer of 
100% pure Polycarbonate

Middle layer of 
100% pure Polycarbonate

Base layer of pure ABS 

Outer layer of pure 
scratch resistant  ABS

100 % pure Polypropylene

PURETECH™

The material consists of a composite of pure ABS in two 
layers. The special pureTECH luster in the outer film 
allows us to create the most beautiful colors for every 
season ,  wh i le the un ique compos i t ion in 
manufacturing makes the shell tougher, stronger and 
more scratch resistant.

AIRFRAME™

We have always been doing great soft sided cases. 
After years of development we found one thing that 
unites our soft sided cases - Superlight Done Right! We 
believe that, besides being lightweight, a soft sided 
case must be rigid and strong, so we developed the 
airFRAME chassis. It’s equipped with a light-weight core 
manufactured from a specially formed and cut 
polypropylene sheet coupled with polycarbonate rods 
for extra strenght.

Formed and cut 
polypropylene sheets

Polycarbonate 
couplings



EPIC® Functions

CAVE™
Cave may be the cleverest pocket you’ll 
ever see. From the spacious outside pocket 
you can reach into a special built-in bag 
inside the case. Fil l up the bag and it 
expands inside the case, or leave it 
empty, and it will hardly take up any 
space at all.

FASTBACK™ / FASTLANE™
The FastBACK function gives you quick and 
easy access to your laptop through the 
openable front portion of the case. Its also 
lockable for your security. FastLANE is the 
equivalent of soft bags.

NYLON
The outer material uses Nylon which  
i s a s t rong, ex t remely l ightweight 
polyester fabric with a glossy finish.

SOFT-SHELL 500D
The outer material uses a durable, 
heat-treated, and specially padded, 
water-resistant 500D Polyester fabric.

G-FORCE™
Inspired by car racing we designed the 
G-Force interior with fantastic organiza-
tional possibilities in mind. It has a totally 
unique 4-point packing strap system, 
integrated divider, and zipped mesh 
pockets, all of this is done with extremely 
lightweight, performance materials and 
pockets.

SOFT-SHELL 600D
The outer material uses a durable and 
water-resistant 600D Polyester fabric.

SPACEBOOST™ EXPANDER
The SpaceBOOST expander function is a 
bit of magic in the shape of a zipper. Use 
the zipper to open and make the front of 
your suitcase expand or slim it down by 
closing the zipper again.

REFRESH™ INTERIOR
Re:FRESH is the revolutionary, new, and 
fully-removable and exchangeable 
interior from EPIC®. With the Re:FRESH™ 
interior, you can remove your interior lining 
in order to wash and freeze it (in order to 
eliminate the possibility of any unwanted 
tiny critters moving in with you after your 
journey), or mix and match colors and/or 
patterns on the inside of your case to custo-
mize. Some of our Re:FRESH™-equipped 
cases are actually delivered with two 
interior lining kits – one classic, and one 
crazy. Fresh tidiness and peace of mind 
have probably never been more fun!

DIAMOND SURFACE™
This trolley utilizes our Diamond Surface 
outer layer, which makes the shell tougher, 
stronger, and more scratch resistant. Lots of 
people love the metallic luster it adds as 
well!

REVERSED DIAMOND SURFACE™
This trolley utilizes our Reversed Diamond 
Surface outer layer, which makes the shell 
tougher, stronger, and more scratch 
resistant. The Reversed Diamond surface 
also adds a silky matte finish that gives the 
colors extra life and shine.

RIPSTOP POLYESTER
The outer shell material of this product uses a 
lightweight, water resistant and extremely 
durable ripstop polyester. Ripstop materials 
use interwoven ripstop reinforcement threads 
in a crosshatch pattern with a coarse, strong 
warp and filling yarns at intervals so that 
tears will not spread.

WATER RESISTANT ZIPPER 
This product is equipped with a high 
quality, rubberized, water resistant zipper. 
You can’t go diving with it and still keep 
dry, but this zipper not only looks great, it 
provides excellent additional protection 
from the wet and rainy weather that we all 
sometimes travel in. 

WATER RESISTENT ZIPSEAL
EPIC’s patented zipper solution. The rubber- 
covered, waterproof, zipper is recessed in the 
shell, which makes it extra protected against 
scraping and impact. The solution also means 
less material and greater precision in the 
manufacturing process, easier and more efficient.

TRAVEL SENTRY® APPROVED LOCK 
Using this Travel Sentry® Approved lock 
allows your luggage to be opened, 
inspected and relocked by security 
authorities, more than over 650 airports 
using the system in 30 countries. When 
purchasing a luggage from EPIC, it ’s 
always equipped with a Travel Sentry® 
Approved lock that compl ies wi th 
regulations. You won’t face the risk to 
have your luggage broken open by 
security.

EPIC AIRSPEED WHEELS™
All EPIC trol leys are equipped with 
Airspeed wheels, which are designed 
and manufactured with ergonomics, low 
weight, high performance, and durability 
as highest priorities . You can expect 
comfort, great performance, and a long 
service life. All Airspeed components can 
even be replaced in the event that they 
become damaged or you wear them out. 
It doesn't get much better than Airspeed!

BUTTERFLY INTERIOR™
The interior consists of double dividers, 
one in the bottom and one in the lid. 
Perfect when you really want to separate 
your pack into two parts. Neat and tidy!

EPIC STANDARD WHEEL SYSTEM™
Th is t ro l ley i s equ ipped wi th our 
revolutionary EPIC STANDARD invention. 
We see the future in easy exchangeable 
wheels wi th s tandard fi t t ing . Th is 
patented system make it very easy to 
change the wheels, either to new ones if 
you wear them out, or to another wheel 
model that fit your needs. And the best 
part is, as long as the suitcase model is 
marked with EPIC STANDARD, the wheels 
will fit exact, regardless of which model 
of suitcase it is, because of the standard 
wheelhouse fitting.

AIRSPEED® TWO WHEELS
This trolley is equipped with two high 
quality easy rolling wheels. All of our 
wheels are replaceable if worn out, and 
are equipped with a rugged housing that 
helps protect your trolley from curbside 
and other sources of impact.

AIRSPEED® DUALTRAK™
This trolley has robust “twin” DualTRAK 
wheels for our best maneu-verability on all 
surfaces. The “tire” is made of a soft, but 
durable and super quiet compound, and 
is supported by double, sealed cartridge 
bearings for added smoothness and 
longer life!

* Also avaliable as a separate item.

AIRSPEED® SINGLETRAK™
Robust and extremely lightweight Single-
TRAK wheels for easy maneuvering on all 
surfaces. The spoked design of the wheel 
itself is a nice design touch, but also helps 
to reduce weight while retaining strength. 
The fork is lightweight and resilient. The 
“tire” is made of a soft, but durable and 
superquiet compound. SingleTRAK wheels 
will get you there fast, smoothly, and with a 
minimum of weight!

AIRSPEED® CARPETKING™
With our new CarpetKing wheels you can 
now easily roll over most any surface with 
less friction and better flotation than ever! 
The totally new design of these wheels 
provides unsurpassed flotation on a 
myriad of surfaces from yes, carpet(!), to 
cobblestones, grooved drainage channels. 

* Also avaliable as a separate item.

AIRSPEED® DUALTRAK XL™
This trolley has robust, extra-large “twin” 
DualTRAK wheels for our best maneu-
verability on all surfaces. The “tire” is made 
of a soft, but durable and super quiet 
compound, and is supported by double, 
sealed cartridge bearings for added 
smoothness and longer life!

* Also avaliable as a separate item.

AIRSPEED® DUAL LOW-FAT™
This trolley has a recessed and offset twin 
wheels system that gives extra stability and 
up 10% more packing space. The tire is 
made of a soft, but durable and super quiet 
compound, and is supported by double, 
sealed cartridge bearings for added 
smoothness and longer life.

SLIM™
This is a further refined cabin size concept 
that optimizes even the width of the case 
and gives us the maximum allowable 
dimensions of 55cm height, 35cm width, 
and, a variable depth. This is a size format 
that can be used for KLM, and Air France.

SLIM MAX™
Bigger is often better. SlimMAX gives you 
the maximum of cabin allowable space in 
almost every situation. With its Space-
BOOST™ expander closed, it maxes out at 
a perfect 55x40x20cm format. With its 
expander fully open it goes up to a 23cm 
depth, which is the maximum for most less 
restrictive carriers such as SAS. In other 
words, EPIC Slim- MAX™ 55 is the perfect 
cabin size almost anywhere you go.

ULTRA SLIM™
This is a format concept that we’ve devel-

oped in order to meet the restrictions for 

cabin size enforced by many airl ines 

today, especially low cost carriers such 

as Ryan Air. The size format we use for 

SLIM is 55cm height, 20cm depth, and a 

width of approximately 40cm.
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EPIC® 5  YEAR
FULL ARMOR™

WARRANT Y

Artistry And Innovation

Anthem™

First Class Traveling 
EPIC Athem is combining cutting-edge features and a captivating design like never before. The striking, aesthetic 
design is a feast for the eyes, turning your luggage into a fashion statement. With its elegant lines  and unique style, 
EPIC Athem not only performs but also enhances your personal style as you travel.

Next Generation Lightweightness  
Crafted in a uni-body high-quality, lightweight polypropylene. This lightweight yet robust material is a testament 
to durability, designed to withstand the rigors of travel and ensuring that your belongings remain safe and secure 
throughout your journeys. Through innovation, style, and durability EPIC Anthem redefine your travel experience, you 
can really trust in the longevity of EPIC Anthem. For the shell, we use our technology VTT to ensure an extra strong 
and lightweight case. 

Grows With The Task   
Packing and living on the road with Anthem is also easy with a well-equipped interior with double packing 
straps, divider with an extra large pocket and an easily accessible pocket in the main compartment.  
Anthem has the SpaceBOOST expander function on all sizes which gives you extra space when you need it.

Epic Standard Wheels 
EPIC Anthem is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy 
exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the wheels, either 
to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

SILK GREY -21VOID BLACK -01 NEBULA PINK -12

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20-23 65/46/27-30 73/53/30-33

WEIGHT (kg) 2,4 3,3 4,1

VOLUME (L) 40-45 71-80 105-117

ITEM NO. EAM403 EAM402 EAM401
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The Award Winner

Phantom SL™

A True Superhero 
Phantom is winning and winning. It takes all competitions with confidence, knowing that winning doesn’t come 
by luck, you don’t get more lucky the more you compete. You win by hard work and determination and Phantom 
does. With it’s uni-body VTT design, it’s literally oozing with that something special, the details, the quality. Phantom 
has changed the way we see things in luggage.

A Premium Experience  
All of the components are top-quality and smooth running. The wheels, and top- and side handles are made 
by Airspeed ensuring low weight, high performance, and long life. You can expect a long service life from 
these. All key components can even be replaced in the event that they become damaged or you wear them 
out. For the shell, we use our technology VTT. It’s equipped with a waterproof zipper for extra security. The 
mono-tube handle give you extra space for your packing, it’s also super-strong and easy to use.

FastBACK Version 
The cabin size of the Phanotm SL range comes in two versions, the UltraSLIM and FastBACK. The FastBACK 
function gives you quick and easy access to your laptop through the openable front portion of the case. Its also 
lockable for your security. 

Epic Standard Wheels 
EPIC Phantom SL is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in 
easy exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the whe-
els, either to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

TWISTED LIME -05PHANTOM BLACK -01 PASSION PINK -11 STRONG BLUE -31

FASTBACK SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 55/40/20 66/45/25 76/52/30

WEIGHT (kg) 2,9 2,2 3 3,8

VOLUME (L) 37 37 67 95

ITEM NO. EPH404-04 EPH403-03 EPH402-03 EPH401-03

EPIC® 5  YEAR
FULL ARMOR™

WARRANT Y
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Built For The Future

GTO 5.0™

Total Protection 
EPIC GTO 5.0 is designed, developed and manufactured to be extremely rigid and strong, but very lightweight 
and functional. The lightness and strength of EPIC GTO 5.0 is achieved through the design and structure of the case, 
but even through the use of extremely high-quality materials, and manufacturing in a precision environment. 
The GTO 5.0 shell is made in the special ExoSphere material. It’s a very light and impact resistant polymer called 
poly carbonate. Combined with the unique surface it provides an extra strong reinforcement. All these strengthening 
features allow us to offer the best shell warranty we have, the 7 year Full Armor warranty, for your protection. 

High Performance Luggage   
Packing and living on the road with GTO 5.0 is also easy with a well-equipped G-Force interior inspired by 
the products racing roots. The SpaceBOOST expander function gives you extra space when you need it. The 
trolley system is extra rigid and strong for easier maneuvering, also extra long on the large size which means 
that you can stack your cabin luggage on top without problem. GTO 5.0 is really our signature range, it’s high 
performance luggage by EPIC.

Epic Standard Wheels 
EPIC GTO 5.0  is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy 
exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the wheels, 
either to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.
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SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20-23 65/46/27-30 73/52/30-33

WEIGHT (kg) 2,6 3,6 4,5

VOLUME (L) 40-44 69-78 103-113

ITEM NO. EGT403-04 EGT402-04 EGT401-04

FROZEN BLACK –01 MIDNIGHT BLUE –29 NEON ORANGE –54

EPIC® 7  YEAR
FULL ARMOR™

WARRANT Y
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The Smooth Operator

Spin™

Sweet And Luxurious 
SPIN is really a timeless and luxurious Scandinavian design. As always, we have the user in mind to achieve the 
perfect travel partner. The body have a maximum capacity, boxy design molded in state of the art all new  
DuraLITE+ material sealed with an anti-scruff matte top layer.

Super Smooth To Pack  
The new luxurious high precision zipper solution, gives you extra protection and a smooth welcoming touch 
to your fingertips. Inside you will find a well-equipped color matched interior, complete with our Butterfly Interior, 
a double divider with pockets for packing to the max. The cabin size is also available as a FastBACK model, a 
completely color-matched, real luxury travel partner with a soft front pocket for your laptop and tablet, of course 
everything is lockable for your safety. All the outer components are top-quality and smooth running, of course also 
color matched to crown this masterpiece.

Epic Standard Wheels 
EPIC SPIN is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy ex-
changeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the wheels, either 
to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

SATIN BLACK –01 SWEET PINK -12FASTBACK
SATIN BLACK –01

FASTBACK
SWEET PINK -12

FASTBACK SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 55/40/20 65/46/29 75/53/30

WEIGHT (kg) 2,8 2,5 3,3 4,1

VOLUME (L) 40 40 71 107

ITEM NO. ESP404 ESP403 ESP402 ESP401

EPIC® 5  YEAR
FULL ARMOR™

WARRANT Y
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Hit The World in Style

Crate Reflex EVO™

Exclusive Original 
Sparkle like a diamond by night. Let it touch light and it becomes beautifully bright. The unique Crate Reflex is back 
in a new shape and is here to celebrate you. The world is at your feet and waiting for you. Just say yes.

Reflex EVO 
This beautiful material have all the ingredients and all properties as DuraLITE+ but it’s very special. Crate Reflex 
EVO is equipped with a three layer composite material combining strength, flexibility, beauty, depth, and now even 
a reflective function provided through truly reflective elements within the film. This patented manufacturing process is 
developed by EPIC. 

Next Level Zipper   
Highly water-resistant zipper through its rubberized surface, and of the highest standard for smoothness in 
operation and durability. 

Epic Standard Wheels 
EPIC Reflex EVO is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in 
easy exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the whe-
els, either to new ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

EMERALD GREEN -24CHARCOAL BLACK -01 CRYSTAL ROSE -12

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 65/46/29 75/53/30

WEIGHT (kg) 2,8 3,3 4,2

VOLUME (L) 40 71 107

ITEM NO. ECX403-03 ECX402-03 ECX401-03

EPIC® 5  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y
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Express Your Colors

Crate Wildlife™

Made To Move 
The powerfully raised and lowered portions of this case give it it’s unique, but recognizable look while adding a great 
amount of strength and stability to the shell. The shell is made from DuraLITE+, to further ensuring strength, elasticity  
and low weight.

Extra Space When Needed  
For the times when you’ve got extra gear to stow, or would like to bring some extra items home with you from your travel 
adventure, we’ve added our great SpaceBOOST feature on M and L size, giving lots of extra space on demand.

Limited Edition   
Every season we design different expressions of color, everybody is unique so we hope that you find your expression 
through one of these beatiful prints. The production is limited so grab one while it lasts.

Epic Standard Wheels 
EPIC Crate Wildlife is equipped with our revolutionary and new invention, EPIC STANDARD. We see the future in easy 
exchangeable wheels with standard fitting. This patented system makes it very easy to change the wheels, either to new 
ones if you wear them out, or to another wheel model that fit your needs.

EARTH BOUND -76

EPIC® 5  YEAR
FULL ARMOR™

WARRANT Y

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 65/46/29-32 75/53/30-33

WEIGHT (kg) 2,5 3,5 4,3

VOLUME (L) 40 71-80 107-117

ITEM NO. ECR403-06 ECR402-06 ECR401-06
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Structural Design For The Future

Airwave NEO™

Premium Accessible 
We have created a new generation of the popular AIRWAVE model. The unique thing about Airwave is its structural 
design that provides extra protection against impacts in the shell. We have carefully selected seasonal colors which 
we have crowned with our Reversed Diamond Surface for extra shine and anti-scruff properties. A stable pulling 
system and four DualTRAK wheels guarantee a smoother travel experience. All components are consistently selected 
and tested and are of course replaceable, that is our philosophy of a durable product.

That Extra Shine 
The shell is made of our own developed material PURETECH™ to further guarantee protection, on top we add 
our Reversed Diamond Surface which makes the shell tougher, stronger, and more scratch resistant. The Reversed 
Diamond surface also adds a silky matte finish that gives the colors extra life and shine.

STAR BLACK - 01 HOT COCOA - 02 ATLANTIC BLUE - 30 IBIS ROSE - 12

EPIC® 5  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 65/45/26 75/52/31

WEIGHT (kg) 2,7 3,4 4,2

VOLUME (L) 39 67 105

ITEM NO. EAV403-04 EAV402-04 EAV401-04
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Explorer NXT™

For Function Freaks 
Explorer NXT™ is the next generation for 
functional bags and backpacks. The range 
is oozing of great functions and the sleek 
design adds a great touch to your style. 
Explorer NXT is a great way to pack and 
transport your gear with it’s four grip handles 
and functional outer pockets. Explorer NXT is 
the criterium of rolling duffles, great functions 
and easy to pack. The Daytripper backpack 
has a practical top pocket for the easy access 
things and a cave pocket on each side for 
the slightly larger things.

Lightweight 
The range consists of lightweight wheeled 
trunks in four different sizes, and a great 
backpack all made in a fantastic rip-stop 
material. These products will likely impress 
you with its agility. 

Hassle Free
These soft great gear for function freaks, 
all materials, buckles, webbings etc. is cho-
sen and designed with the user in mind to 
get that hassle-free experience and to give 
that well-dressed look. We can promise that 
there is a bag for everyone in this range, it 
doesn’t matter if you travel the world, com-
mute to work or go to the gym, we are sure 
you will find your style. 

 

SIZE: 55H 35W 25D

VOLUME: 44 LITER

WEIGHT: 2,4 KG

ITEM NO. ETE403-04-01

SIZE: 82H 37W 35D

VOLUME: 100 LITER

WEIGHT: 3,1 KG

ITEM NO. ETE602-04-01

SIZE:72H 36W 32D

VOLUME: 75 LITER

WEIGHT: 2,8 KG

ITEM NO. ETE601-04-01

SIZE: 92H 38W 37D

VOLUME: 120 LITER

WEIGHT: 3,7 KG

ITEM NO. ETE603-04-01

SIZE: 56H 30W 10D  

VOLUME: 28 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,8 KG

ITEM NO. ETE701-03-01

Daytripper

GigatrunkMegatrunk Teratrunk

EPIC® 3  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y

Cabintrunk
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The Soft Side

Discovery NE0™

Standard Issue - Superlight  
EPIC Discovery NEO is our most popular soft side range. Discovery NEO is equipped with all the latest technologies that 
you can expect from a modern soft side case. We still use our well tested airFRAME chassis which makes Discovery NEO 
very stable and strong at this low weight.

Well Equipped 
Packing and living on the road with EPIC Discovery is also easy. With a well-equipped interior, complete with 
divider and packing straps for packing to the max. The SpaceBOOST expander function, on all sizes, gives you the 
extra space when you need it. The two outer pockets are perfect to pack the easy-access things. 

Smart Wheel Design 
Another great feature is our new DualLOWFAT 4X wheel system, the recessed and offset design gives extra stability 
and give you up 10% more packing space. The tire is made of a soft, but durable and super quiet compound, 
and is supported by double, sealed cartridge bearings for added smoothness and longer life. All this packed in a 
modern and sleek designed case.

EPIC® Airframe™ 
We have always been doing great soft sided cases. After years of development we found one thing that unites our 
soft sided cases - Superlight Done Right! We believe that, besides being lightweight, a soft sided case must be rigid 
and strong, so we developed the airFRAME chassis. It’s equipped with a light-weight core manufactured from a 
specially formed and cut polypropylene sheet coupled with polycarbonate rods for extra strenght.

SMALL 2W SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20-23 55/40/20-23 67/43/30-34 77/48/33-37

WEIGHT (kg) 2,3 2,4 3,1 3,6

VOLUME (L) 40-45 38-43 64-74 100-110

ITEM NO. ET403-07 ET440-06 ET4402-06 ET4401-06

BLACK -01 NAVYBLUE -03

EPIC® 5  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y
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Discovery NE0™

SIZE: 31H 41W 16D

VOLUME: 18 LITER

WEIGHT: 1 KG

ITEM NO. ET501-07-01

SIZE: 23H 40W 6D

VOLUME: 9 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,6 KG

ITEM NO. ET503-06-01 SIZE: 22H 23W 13D

VOLUME: 6,5 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,25 KG

ITEM NO. ET801-06-01

SIZE: 25H 27W 13D

VOLUME: 8 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,3 KG

ITEM NO. ET802-06-01

Professional Business Case 
Fully equipped for everyday business life. Comfortable 

handled with interlocking. Your tablet and laptop (up to 

16”) are safely stowed in padded compartments inside. Full 

organizer in the outer pockets. Trolley handle stacking strap 

on the back side.

Professional Backpack 
Fully equipped for everyday business life. Comfortable 

backpack straps. Your tablet and laptop (up to 16”) are safely 

stowed in the easy access padded compartment. Easy access  

outer pockets of which a larger one on the front for news-

papers etc., and a hidden secret pocket on the back. Trolley 

handle stacking strap on the back side. 

Brief 
A compact yet versatile briefcase. Three outer pockets and 

well padded main compartment for 16” laptop. Adjusta-

ble padded shoulder strap. Trolley handle stacking strap 

on the back side. 

Ultimate Toilet Case Medium  
This roomy toilet case have space for everything you need. 

A lot of pockets on the inside for organizing. Trolley handle 

stacking strap on the back side.

Ultimate Toilet Case Large  
This roomy toilet case have space for everything you need. 

This large size even got place for standing shampoo bottles 

in the extra side pockets. A lot of pockets on the inside for 

organizing. Trolley handle stacking strap on the back side. 

SIZE: 48H 63W 8D

VOLUME: 24 LITER

WEIGHT: 1,1 KG

ITEM NO. ET702-07-01

Garment Bag 
A garment bag to hold your clothes flat and wrinkle free. The 

interior also features various pockets and compartments for 

shoes, ties, blouses etc. A great feature is also the trolley hand-

le stacking strap on the back side.

SIZE: 43H 30W 13D

VOLUME: 21 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,6 KG

ITEM NO. ET701-06-01

EPIC® 5  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y
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Flying Light

Dynamo 4X™

Lighter Than Light 
EPIC Dynamo 4X is designed to reduce weight while increasing strength and function. Extremely lightweight 
and durable design in 600D polyester. Fully optimized UltraSLIM Cabin-trolley with a deep outer front pocket 
for your laptop. The size (55x40x20cm) maxi- mizes packing volume while being accepted on virtually all 
flights and airlines including low-cost carriers.

Durable 
The robust chassis is reinforced at critical points to reduce the effect of third-party handling and normal wear 
and tear. Durable, high-quality DualTRAK wheels, traction systems and other components make traveling with 
the Dynamo easier and help ensure a long product life. Key components can be replaced in the event that 
they become damaged or you wear them out.

BLACK - 01 DUSTY ROSE - 10

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 69/42/26 79/46/30

WEIGHT (kg) 2,1 2,7 3,2

VOLUME (L) 39 65 95

ITEM NO. ETT402-02 ETT402-02 ETT401-02

EPIC® 3  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y
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Essentials™ 

XPAK®

Extra Space When Needed 
EPIC Essentials are the perfect bags for day 
trips, they provides extra space for shop-
ping at your destination! The range consists 
of two different collections. The Rugged and 
Foldable and the Lighweight and Fold-
able.

Rugged And Foldable 
A series of bags from 28 up to 132 liters. 
Durable and foldable in ripstop polyester. 
When folded, they take up no space, per-
fect to have at home or on the go. You often 
need a bag but you do not want them to 
take up space when not in use. Solid carry-
ing handles and detachable shoulder strap. 
Choose size as needed or why not all four 
sizes?

 

Lightweight And Foldable
This range consists of five different bags, con-
structed in lightweight and strong reinforced 
nylon, it’s easy to pack, use, and carry. We 
can promise that there is a bag for everyone 
in this range, From the small hip-pack to the 
generous on-board size bag.

 

Rugged And Foldable Bag 54L
SIZE:31H 60W 29D

VOLUME: 54 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,5 KG

ITEM NO. EPE109-01

Rugged And Foldable Bag 92L
SIZE:36H 75W 34D

VOLUME: 92 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,6 KG

ITEM NO. EPE108-01

Rugged And Foldable Bag 132L
SIZE:41H 90W 36D

VOLUME: 132 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,7 KG

ITEM NO. EPE107-01

Rugged And Foldable Bag 28L
SIZE:28H 46W 22D

VOLUME: 28 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,35 KG

ITEM NO. EPE110-01

Lightweight And Foldable  
Backpack 12L
SIZE:40H 25W 12D

VOLUME: 12 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,20 KG

ITEM NO. EPE103-01

EPIC® 3  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y

ALL MODELS ARE FOLDABLE 
IN THEIR OWN POCKET.
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Hanging Box Toiletcase Brief TransitCompact Toiletcase
SIZE: 22H 27W 11D

VOLUME: 6 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,6 KG

ITEM NO. EPE802-01
SIZE :32H 42W 12D

VOLUME: 16 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,7 KG

ITEM NO. EPE501-01

SIZE: 14H 25W 10D

VOLUME: 3 LITER

WEIGHT: 0,3 KG

ITEM NO. EPE801-01

Essential Bags For Every Day Use 
This collection is created to offer most of what you need in a bag without adding too much, 
instead just the right amount. Made from a strong polyester, with high quality straps, zips and 
buckles. All bags have padded computer compartments. 

The backpack POD is available in two sizes; Medium (laptops up to 16”) and Large (laptops 
up to 17”). The TOTE backpack is unique with its “roll-top” expander, also with a padded 
laptop case for laptops up to 17”. 

The model Brief Transit is light and has lots of functions and smart internal storage solutions in 
addition to the padded computer compartment for laptops up to 16”. Designed in a stable 
construction in good materials, created to be used a lot.

The two toilet cases, the small “COMPACT” and the large “HANGING BOX” are fully lined with 
internal and external compartments. The larger toilet case also has a built-in hook to easily 
hang it up in the bathroom.

 

 

Large Pod Backpack
SIZE: 47H 33W 15D

VOLUME: 22 LITER

WEIGHT: 1,5 KG

ITEM NO. EPE702-01

Medium Pod Backpack
SIZE: 40H 29W 13D

VOLUME: 15 LITER

WEIGHT: 1,2 KG

ITEM NO. EPE701-01

Essentials™ 

Proton EVO®

EPIC® 3  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y

Tote Backpack
SIZE: 40H 30W 14D

VOLUME: 17 LITER

WEIGHT: 1,5 KG

ITEM NO. EPE704-01
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RIBS: 8

DIAMETER: 90 CM

HEIGHT FOLDED: 24 CM

HEIGHT PRECIPITATED: 55 CM

WEIGHT: 300 G

ITEM NO. EPE201

COMPACT

BURGUNDY RED

-10

NAVY

-03

BLACK

-01

LEOPARD

-60

BLACK

-01

RIBS: 8

DIAMETER: 90 CM

HEIGHT FOLDED: 30 CM

HEIGHT PRECIPITATED: 58 CM

WEIGHT: 350 G

ITEM NO. EPE205

AUTO-X
Automatic, one-button 
opening and closing.

Canopy made in Pongee 
fabric on a STORM frame with 
composite, Flat-rib section for 
greater strength and durability.

Ergonomic, rubberized, and 
texturized handle for comfort-
able, secure use.

Foldable construction with 
black steel shaft.

Canopy made in Pongee 
fabric with composite 
outer-rib  section adds 
durability.

Essentials
Rainblaster™ 

EPIC® 3  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y
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Ergo™ Evolution+™

BLACK
-01

SIZE: 81-111H 39W 34D

VOLUME: 40-46 LITER

WEIGHT: 2,5 KG

ITEM NO. ES104/03

Durable, yet lightweight, chassis with loading capacity up to 
20 kgs. Foldable contruction. Smooth load surface on frame 
minimizes wear and tear on bag. Large (16cm) TriSpoke 
wheels for easy rolling on all surfaces (non-marking, remov-
able and replaceable). Safe pocket for keys, wallet etc. 

Large in capacity 46l removable bag in rugged, dirt and 
grime resistant nylon microfiber. Extremely rugged, strong, 
easy to clean protective material on bottom of bag. 
Umbrella/Scanner pocket. Ergonomic top handle with grip 
handle underneath for easier lifting, loading or transport.

Durable, yet lightweight, chassis with loading capacity up to 
20 kgs. Foldable contruction. Retractable aluminum handle in 
4 steps. Smooth load surface on frame minimizes wear and 
tear on bag. XL (20cm) TriSpoke wheels for easy rolling on all 
surfaces (non-marking, removable and replaceable). 

Large outer back pocket for easy access. Reflex details for 
extra visibility in the dark. Large removable 40l bag with 
expander function up to 46 l. Rugged, dirt and grime resistant 
microfiber material.

CityXshopper™  

SIZE: 95H 39W 37D

VOLUME: 46 LITER

WEIGHT: 2  KG

ITEM NO. ES102/02

ZEBRA
-20

LEOPARD
-21

OXBLOOD RED
-10

CHARCOAL 
BLACK

-41

NAVY
-29

BLACK -01 SPARROW
GREY -18

EPIC® 3  YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANT Y
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Travel Accessories
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17. Color I.D. Tag - Black
 EA8015-03-01

18. Cozy Comfort Travel Pillow  
      Black, EA8033-03-01

19. Inflatable Neckpillow       

      EA8001-03-01

20. Color I.D. Tag - Sweet Green
 EA8015-03-24

1. Space SaverCompression Bag Kit 
    EA8017-03-01

2. Packing Cubes 4pcs Set 
 EA8043-03-01

3. Luggage Covers L Black
 EA8025L-03-01

4. Luggage Covers M Black 
 EA8025M-03-01

5. Hip Pack
 EA8011-03-01

6. Ultra-Slim Money Safe 
 EA8031-03-01 

7. Ultra-Slim Neck Wallet 
 EA8030-03-01

8. Security Luggage Strap Cava 
  EA8004-03-21

9. Security luggage Strap Black 
     EA8004-03-01

13. Ergonomic Compact Precision Scale
 EA8019-03-01 

14. Waterproof Pouch  
 EA8041-03-01

15. Supercomfort Sleeping Kit 
 EA8029-03-01

16. Luxury Foam Travel pillow Black
 EA8034-03-01

10. Security Luggage Silver Grey 
    EA8004-03-20

11. Travel Bottle 2pcs set 
    EA8024-03-53

12. TSA Cable Lock 
    EA8006-03-01

21. Cozy Comfort Travel pillow  
 Sweet Green, EA8033-03-24

22. Pouches, Laundry & Shoes 
 EA8045-03-01

23. Elegant I.D. Tag Black 
 EA8027-03-01

24. Color I.D. Tag - Soft Blue
  EA8015-03-27

25. Cozy Comfort Travel Pillow  
 Soft Blue, EA8033-03-27
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 2004

 2005

 2007

 2011

 2015

 2009

 2013

 2006

 2008

 2012

 2010

 2014

We launched our first outdoor range called Amp-
hibians™. This was the start for a whole  
new segment for EPIC®.

We launched our first hard side luggage  
the POP™, it became very popular with it’s  
strong colors. A more fun choice. 

EPIC® trademark was registered. We launched 
our first range of bags, the Proton computer and 
backpack collection.

We started the EPIC® journey with a true belief that there must 
be a better, more sustainable and more fun choice among 
bags and luggage.

We where the first brand on the market with  
a polypropylene zipper case, the Jetstream™.  
A flexible and more lightweight solution. 

When airlines restricted the weight of 
luggage, we created our first superlight 
soft range on the market, the Vapor™.

In the strive to develop better and more durable 
luggage with long service life, we developed 
the unique Hexacore™ surface. GTO™ was the first 
product with Hexacore™ and the first product with 
our revolutionary Full Armor Warranty™. 

Attending the Travel Goods Show in Las Vegas for 
the first time.

Introducing the high performance ranges  
GRX™ and HDX™. We lauched our first design col-
laboration, the Beatles collection,  
powered by EPIC®.

We launched Crate™ and the Wildlife™  
collections which  was the start of a new  
era with limited edition prints without  
compromising with the quality. 

Introducing Phantom™, the first product with VTT™ 

technology. A new way to produce polypropylene 
luggage, making it lighter and stronger. 
First appearance at the ILM show. 

We launched our first luggage, a  
soft range suitcase, the Discovery™. 

WORLD 

FIRST!

 2016

 2020

 2018

 2024

Commitment And Dedication

 2017

 2023

 2019

We launched the first true reflective lugga-
ge on the market, Crate™ Reflex. 

Together with the Swedish material innovators  
Trifilon, we achieved our ambition to make the first 
biocomposite luggage on the market with the re-
lease of Phantom BIO™.
The Exosphere™ surface design was registered, 
and the new version of GTO™ was introduced  
to the market.

We filed the patent for EPIC Standard™, a 
huge step towards a more sustaiable future 
with easier repairs and longer life cycles for  
luggage. Phantom™ SL was released. 

Zeleste™ is presented to the market introducing Zip-
seal™. This innovation means less plastic around the 
zippers and less metal used in total. Meaning more 
lightweight and better for the enviorment.

We released the all-new Spin™, blending 
Scandinavian minimalist design with  
maximum capacity. 

We launched a new updated version of  
Explorer, the NXT edition. We follow up the 
tradition of always having a robust soft se-
ries in the collection.

Introducing Anthem™, a new solid-body VTT 
product that further strengthens our design 
language and shows the way in design and 
expression for the future.

WORLD 

FIRST!

WORLD 

FIRST!

This year, 2024, EPIC Travelgear celebrates 20 years. When we started EPIC in 2004, 
there were no fun alternatives to the gray and black suitcase and that’s what made 
us commited to make a difference. With color and pattern, we made the suitcase 
an accessory and an extension of the user’s personality. With innovative shapes, we 
brought in a new view of shell design, structural design with expression. Ever since the 
start, we have a dedication to create a better alternative in all parts. We then as now 
develop our own material mixtures for the shells which enable us to have guarantees 
we stand for. Own solutions for functions such as zippers and wheels, all so that our 
users can clearly feel that a bag from EPIC is designed and manufactured with the 
user in focus. Here you can read about some of our milestones that we are particularly 
proud of. The journey continues.
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